For the real roots of a matrix with real elements Brauer is able to replace the third expression in the parentheses by a number that is always less than or equal ^¡Li;,"ia.fä |¿>a»&/3*| • Moreover, by using the 2" possible combinations of the signs of the components of the characteristic vector associated with the real root co, he is able to get still lower bounds. Obviously, if n is very large the work involved in using the 2" combinations of signs is prohibitive. The object of this paper is to show how better bounds than (1) may often be obtained for the real roots of matrices with real elements without using all 2" possible combinations of signs.
First we prove a lemma. We say a function u(x) is convex on the interval a^x^b if for any three values of x, a^Xi<x2<x3^b, 0.
This is equivalent to the alternate definition 
as can be shown by a few simple calculations.3
Lemma [7] . If m,(x) (* = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ , n) is a finite set of functions, convex on the interval a^x^b, then 2Xi «»0*0 M convex on the interval a^x^b.
Proof.4 We use induction. Take any three values for x, ordered such that <z^Xi<X2<x3^¿>.
The lemma is true for n = 1. Now we assume the lemma true for n = k -1, and prove it true for n = k. for « = 1, * Neither of these definitions is that used by Jensen [7] . His definition is that u(x) is convex on the interval a^xSb if, for every xi and x2, u[(xi+x¡)/2]^ [u(x{) +u(x2) ]/2. Geometrically, this means that the midpoint of any chord of u(x) lies above or on the curve; hence the equivalence is evident, if u{x) is continuous [8] .
4 This proof was suggested by Professor R. C. Consider the first term on the right side of (5).
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Since on the interval -1 ^x^ 1 each term on the right of (6) From our alternate definition of a complex function, it is evident that the maximum of a convex function on the closed interval a^x^b is attained at an end point. Hence (7) 23 | (h,a"x + a"a" \ < Mrs. V=l',Vy£r.i
Next consider the second term on the right side of (5). Now x\/x, will take the sign of x". However the sum of the positive terms in this expression will be less than or equal W* if xs>0 or less than or equal | w*s | if x, <0. Similarly, the absolute value of the sum of the negative terms will be less than or equal |w*| if xs>0 or less than or equal W* if x"<0. In any case (8) dTydsv á W".
Using (7) and (8) In the same way that we proved Theorem 1, we may prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Each real characteristic root a of A must satisfy at least one of the n(n -\)/2 inequalities | (Z -aaa)(Z -a0ß) -aaßaßa \ uQaß (a, ß = 1, 2, • • • , »; a r¿ ß).
